What you need to pick up from the Nykaa Design Studio pop-up
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Vogue picks out the pieces to get your hands on from the exhibit this weekend
If you’ve decided that 2019 is the year that you would transform your personal style, this weekend would be a good time to start on the goal. Nykaa Fashion, headed by Adwaita Nayar, will be hosting its first-ever offline shopping experience at The Vintage Garden in Bandra, Mumbai.

While you might be addicted to ordering online—who in this day and age is not?—trying stepping out for a brick-and-mortar experience. Nykaa Fashion’s event promises a mix of contemporary Indian fashion from labels we’ve been crushing on, in styles featuring easy summer dresses, must-have accessories and cool new silhouettes. You can shop for classics by Abraham & Thakore, workwear-friendly options by Cord, casual staples from Pause and party-ready accessories by Deepa Gurnani, among others. In case you need assistance with the shopping, we tell you what to expect and what you must try to get your hands on at this three-day fashion binge. All in all, the offerings should create a well-rounded wardrobe to help you achieve your goals.
This striped piece is on trend and can be easily made boardroom-appropriate with flared trousers, or weekend-ready with distressed boyfriend jeans.

**The sparkly add-ons by Deepa by Deepa Gurnani**
If there’s one accessory you should investing in this year, it’s the **statement earring**. We love these gunmetal versions that can be worn seamlessly with a white T-shirt or a sparkly mini.

**Separates from Turn Black**
For those much-needed black separates, which can be paired with almost anything in your existing wardrobe, look to this brand. Pair the crop top and shirt with an animal print trouser or for a pared down look, or wear the whole ebony look with some tribal silver jewels.

The understated going-out look by Abraham & Thakore
This beautiful muted gold set can be used as separates, or worn as a full look. Wear it with a chunky belt and studded booties for a rock-chic take on a classic style.

**The weekend look by Doodlage**
Complete this sunshine yellow and patchwork pairing with white sneakers and big hoops for a weekend-ready ensemble.

Address: Nykaa Design Studio, January 18-20, Patkar Bungalow, 34D Turner Road, Bandra West, Mumbai
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